Prepositions In / At / On

Prepositions of Place IN / ON / AT

1. We spent the whole holiday ______ the beach.
2. I read about this new invention a ______ magazine.
3. Mel's flat is ______ the twenty-first floor.
4. Julia was holding a small bird ______ her hands.
5. I was standing ______ the counter in the baker's shop, waiting to be served.
6. London is ______ the Thames.
7. The passengers had to stand ______ a queue.
8. We had to change planes ______ Amsterdam.
9. When we were ______ the south, we stayed ______ a small hotel ______ the coast.
10. Sign your name ______ the dotted line ______ the bottom of the page.
11. Meet me ______ the entrance to the supermarket ______ High Street.
12. I've left my briefcase ______ the office. I think I left it ______ the chair ______ the corner.